Across
1. Give your _____ of the poem.
4. Here is my _____ of what we should do.
6. Good _____ helps tools last longer.
8. I could barely _____ the faint tapping.
9. How much weight can the bridge _____?
13. I _____ this date a holiday forever!
15. I heard him _____ in joy at the sight.
16. We all cheered to _____ the winners.
17. Her design won awards and _____.
18. To what does this vague note _____?
19. This disease is _____ in poor countries.
20. The judge weighed all the _____ facts.

Down
2. Her loud _____ told me she was hurt.
3. We must _____ a plan to stop him!
5. A spy is an expert at _____.
7. Will the hero _____ over the villain?
10. Do not _____ me again by lying.
11. The major stood to make his _____.
12. I _____ their yard when they are away.
14. The animals will starve without _____.